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Abstract—Power system dynamics prediction is important for
online situation awareness and adaptive control. Model-based
simulation is not applicable for dynamics prediction due to
constant change of network configuration. With more and more
Phasor Measurement Units (PMU), power system dynamics can
be studied with pure measurement data. This paper proposes a
dynamics prediction method based on measurement data. A
mulit-input multi-output Multivariate AutoRegressive model
(MAR) is developed and dynamics prediction procedure is
proposed. Both simulation data and field measurement data are
tested. Examples show that the proposed method can predict
power system dynamics with high accuracy for simulation data
and give reasonable result for measurement data. It provides an
alternative approach to study power system dynamics.
Index Terms—Power systems, dynamics prediction, phasor
measurement, multivariate autoregressive
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I. INTRODUCTION

OWER system is subjected to disturbances, small or large,
at all times. In most cases, disturbances are limited in a
small area and cleared quickly with modern control strategies.
Power system can return to original operation point or transit
to a new stable operation point in a short time. Some severe
disturbances, however, may cause significant voltage or
frequency deviation, and even lead to system instability. To
prevent system collapse, it is desirable to provide system
operators with early situation awareness of those severe cases.
Besides, most response-driven control strategies, e.g., UnderFrequency Load Shedding (UFLS), act only when preset
criterion is violated. Its adaptability can be improved by
predicting dynamic response in advance and triggering control
strategies before criterion is violated. A good dynamics
prediction method is required to fulfill these objectives.
Time-domain simulation based on models of system
equipment is a sophisticated method for dynamics analysis [1],
and there are some commercial packages available, e.g.,
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PSS/E, DigSILENT, etc. A good time-domain simulation
should be performed with good model of study system and
well-defined disturbance description. However, power system
model is not accurate enough especially for load side. With
constantly changing power system topology and operation
status, it is not feasible to update power system models in real
time and the result of model-based simulation is not fully
reliable. Meanwhile, it is hard to estimate disturbance
information online. Without accurate model and disturbance
information, model-based simulation can hardly be used for
online dynamics prediction.
Benefited from accurate timing technology of Global
Positioning System (GPS), Phasor Measurement Units (PMU)
is developed to monitor system dynamics with high accuracy
[2]. Since PMU data are calculated from the directly measured
voltage and current waveforms, PMU is more reliable than
model-based simulation in the sense of authenticity. Without
knowledge of system parameters, some papers propose
dynamics response prediction methods based on polynomial
model [3]-[4], trigonometric functions [5], and reduced system
model [6]-[7]. AutoRegressive (AR) model is used in [8] for
instability prediction. However, it uses only dynamics of one
measurement signal and is not systematical. Artificial
intelligent based methods are also reported for dynamics
prediction and stability prediction [9]-[10].
This paper proposes a dynamics prediction method with
linear multivariate autoregressive (MAR) model based on pure
measurement data. It is organized as follows. In section II,
some basic concepts of system identification is introduced and
the MAR model is discussed. Dynamics prediction procedure
is proposed in section III. Some prediction examples are given
with both simulation data and field measurement data in
section IV. Conclusions are drawn in section V.
II. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION AND MULTIVARIATE
AUTOREGRESSIVE MODEL
A. General Model of Linear Time-Invariant Systems
There are mainly two ways to build mathematical model for
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a dynamic system which can be represented with a series of
differential and/or algebraic equations. One way is well known
as “modeling” with which power system can be modeled by
combinations of different simple blocks if the mechanism of
all sub-systems and equipment is well studied. Model-based
power system analysis software, e.g., PSS/E, are developed
with models built in this way. The other way is “system
identification” (SI) which is based on measurement signals. In
this way, power system can be treated as a black box with
finite observation points, i.e., PMUs, Frequency Disturbance
Recorders (FDR)[11]. The measurement-based model built
with SI is usually expressed in a transfer function form.
For a linear time-invariant system sampled at a time interval
of h, a general SI transfer function structure is [12]
B (q)
C (q)
(1)
A ( q ) y (t ) =
u (t ) +
e (t )
F (q)
D (q)
where

A ( q ) = 1 + a1q −1 + ... + ana q − na , B ( q ) = b1q −1 + ... + bnb q − nb
C ( q ) = 1 + c1q −1 + ... + cnc q − nc , D ( q ) = 1 + d1q −1 + ... + d nd q − nd
F ( q ) = 1 + f1q −1 + ... + f n f q

−nf

Here, y(t) is output signal which is the observable
(measurable) system response of interest, u(t) is input signal
which is a stimuli manipulated by observer and affecting
output signals, and e(t) is a sequence of independent random
variables. na, nb, nc, nd, and nf are order of each part. q-1 is a
backward shift operator and q-1y(t)= y(t-h).
For a physical system, except for output signals and input
signals, there is another kind of signal called “disturbance
signals” and can be divided into two parts: those are directly
measured and those are unmeasured but observable through
output signals. Measured disturbance signal is mathematically
the same as input signal and can be treated as a special input
signal. Other disturbance signals are usually modeled with
random sequence e(t). It should be noted here that, the
“disturbance signal” used for SI is different from power system
“disturbances”. To avoid confusion about “disturbance signal”
and power system “disturbances”, we use “events” instead of
“disturbances” in the following parts to describe incidents
changing power system, e.g., load increase, generation trip.
With different combinations of signals, different transfer
function models can be developed. For example, if B(q)=1,
F(q)=1, C(q)=1 and D(q)=1, (1) is a univariate AR model used
in [8]. If C(q)=1, D(q)=1 and F(q)=1, (1) becomes
AutoRegressive model with eXogenous inputs (ARX).
B. Single Output Multivariate AutoRegressive Model
For power systems, we usually focus on dynamics response
of frequency, voltage and angle under events. Those measured
signals from PMUs or FDRs can be chosen as output signals.
However, due to the diversity of events, the disturbance signal
(or input signal) is hard to measure. In this sense, it is difficult
to develop a transfer function model as defined in (1) with
input signals. As in [8], AR model is usually used with only
measurement output signals. To develop a systematic model

describing the relationship between measurement signals, an
alternative way is used with the basic idea of treating some
measured signals as input signals.
With N measured signals y1(t), …, yN(t), if we treat yi(t) as
output signal and all other signals as input signals, a transfer
function with C(q)=1, D(q)=1 and F(q)=1 can be developed

Ai ( q ) yi ( t ) =

N

∑

，

j =1 j ≠ i

Bij ( q ) y j ( t ) + ei ( t )

(2)

It is similar to ARX model except the input signals are
measured response which can be also treated as output signals.
It is called multi-input single-output (MISO) Multivariate
AutoRegressive model (MAR). Expand (2) yields
yi ( t ) +ai1 yi (t − h) + ... + ainai yi (t − nai h) =
N

(

(3)

)

⎡bij1 y j ( t − h ) + ... + bijn y j t − nbji h ⎤ + ei ( t )
bji
⎦
j =1，j ≠ i ⎣
∑

where nai is the order of signal yi(t) and nbji is the order of
signal yj(t) when yi(t) is output signal and yj(t) is input signal.
In the MAR model, the orders of each signal can be
different. For simplicity, we choose a uniform order n for all
signals whenever they are treated as input signal or output
signal. With this manipulation, (3) can be rewritten as
yi ( t ) +ai1 yi (t − h) + ... + ain yi (t − nh) =
N
(4)
∑ ⎣⎡bij1 y j ( t − h ) + ... + bijn y j ( t − nh ) ⎦⎤ + ei ( t )
j =1，j ≠ i
or

yi ( t ) = bii1 yi (t − h) + ... + biin yi (t − nh)
(5)

N

⎣⎡bij1 y j ( t − h ) + ... + bijn y j ( t − nh ) ⎦⎤ + ei ( t )
j =1，j ≠ i
∑

where biik = -aik, k=1,..,n.
Equation (5) can be further expressed in vector form as
N

yi ( t ) = ∑ bij y j ( t ) + ei ( t )

(6)

j =1

or
N

T

yi ( t ) = ∑ y j ( t ) b ij T + ei ( t )

(7)

j =1

where
T

bij = ⎡⎣bij1 ,..., bijn ⎤⎦ , y j ( t ) = ⎡⎣ y j ( t − h ) ,..., y j ( t − nh ) ⎤⎦
and superscript T indicates transpose.
For event with m measurement data points, m-n equations
can be written as (8).
N

yi ( ( n + 1) h ) = ∑ y j ( ( n + 1) h ) bij T + ei ( ( n + 1) h )
T

j =1

...

(8)
N

T

yi ( mh ) = ∑ y j ( mh ) bij T + ei ( mh )
j =1

or
T
⎡ yi ( ( n + 1) h )⎤ ⎡ y1 ( ( n + 1) h )
⎢
⎥ ⎢
...
...
⎢
⎥=⎢
⎢ y ( mh ) ⎥ ⎢
T
⎢⎣ i
⎥⎦ ⎣⎢ y1 ( mh )

T
... y N ( ( n + 1) h ) ⎤ ⎡bi1T ⎤ ⎡ei ( ( n + 1) h ) ⎤
⎥⎢
⎥
⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢... ⎥ + ⎢...
...
...
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎢ T⎥ ⎢
T
⎥ ⎣biN ⎦ ⎢⎣ei ( mh )
y N ( mh )
...
⎥⎦
⎦

(9)

Since all those equations are linear, it can be solved with
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least square error estimator to minimize the ei(t) part. The
model accuracy is greatly affected by model order n. Generally,
optimum n increases with the increase of PMU reporting rate.
In practice, n lies in the range from 10 to 30. Low order can
reduce prediction accuracy while too high model order can
cause overtraining. The optimum model order should be
optimized as an additional parameter of (9) according to
system configuration.
C. Signal Detrending
Trend in a time series is a slow, gradual change in some
property of the series over the whole study time window. For
SI, all signals should be detrended before used to train the
transfer function. There are different detrending methods such
as first differencing, curve fitting, digital fitting. In most cases,
first differencing is good enough, and is used in this paper. It is
defined as
yi ( t ) = xi ( t ) − xi ( t − h )
(10)
where xi(t) is measurement signal, and yi(t) is detrended signal.
For dynamics study, we focus on the dynamics of original
signal xi(t) instead of detrended signal yi(t). To recover the
original signal from detrended signal, we can get the inverse
form of first differencing filter as
xi ( t ) = yi ( t ) + xi ( t − h )
(11)
It is clear that the recovery equation (11) depends on the
current detrended signal yi(t) and historical data xi(t-h) which
is already know at time t. So the detrending method used can
be easily implemented for field application.

How to reduce input/output complexity is beyond the scope of
this paper and all available measurement signals are used in
examples of next section as a general approach.
B. Prediction Procedure
In equation (1), the random part e(t) corresponds to the
unmeasured disturbance signals. However, for power system
dynamics, the unmeasured dynamics is not a random process.
It is hard to model ei(t) in (12). For simplicity, the ei(t) part is
neglected and the MAR model becomes

⎡ b11 ... b1N ⎤ ⎡ y1 ( t ) ⎤
⎢
⎥
y ( t ) = ⎢⎢ ... ... ... ⎥⎥ ⎢ ... ⎥
⎢⎣b N1 ... b NN ⎥⎦ ⎢ y N ( t ) ⎥
⎣
⎦

(14)

or

y ( t ) = BY ( t )

(15)

where

⎡ b11 ... b1N ⎤
B = ⎢⎢ ... ... ... ⎥⎥
⎢⎣b N 1 ... b NN ⎥⎦
and
T

T
T
Y ( t ) = ⎡ y1 ( t ) ... y N ( t ) ⎤
⎣
⎦
Once the MAR model is trained, dynamics can be predicted
recursively with the flowchart in Fig. 1 where tmax is the length
of study time window. Since ei(t) part is neglected, the
prediction error may accumulate as t increases. The accuracy
of predicted response is examined in next section.

III. DYNAMICS PREDICTION WITH MAR MODEL
A. Multi Output Multivariate AutoRegressive Model
In the MAR model, there is no difference between the
output signal yi(t) and other signals in the respect of
mathematical status. We can develop MAR models with other
signals as output signal as follows
N

y1 ( t ) = ∑ b1 j y j ( t ) + e1 ( t )
j =1

...

(12)
N

y N ( t ) = ∑ b Nj y j ( t ) + eN ( t )
j =1

T

Let y ( t ) = ⎡⎣ y1 ( t ) ,..., y N ( t ) ⎤⎦ , we can get the multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) MAR model as follows

⎡ b11 ... b1N ⎤ ⎡ y1 ( t ) ⎤ ⎡ e1 ( t ) ⎤
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
y ( t ) = ⎢⎢ ... ... ... ⎥⎥ ⎢ ... ⎥ + ⎢ ... ⎥
⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎣⎢b N 1 ... b NN ⎦⎥ ⎣ y N ( t ) ⎦ ⎣ eN ( t ) ⎦

(13)

Unlike the univariate AR model used in [8], the MIMO
MAR model describes the interaction between different
measurements. Theoretically, all quantities of power system
are affected by other quantities. More measurement signals
would improve prediction accuracy and, however, increase
model complexity. To reduce model complexity, some input
signals with low correlation with output signal can be omitted.

Fig.1 Flowchart of dynamics prediction with MAR model

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the MAR model requires n
data point for prediction. The first n points after event (as in
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step 1) contain important information of the event, and trigger
the following dynamics. There should be only one event or
operation during the n points. Events with more than one
operation, e.g., line fault which requires fault operation and
clearing operation, cannot be modeled with MAR model.
It should be noted that the MAR model used in this paper is
a linear model. It can be used for dynamics study of events that
are relatively small comparing with system capacity, e.g., load
increase or decrease, generation trip. Line fault that will cause
topology change is out of the scope of the linear model. So, the
linear MAR model targets small signal stability.
IV. DYNAMICS PREDICTION EXAMPLES
To verify the proposed dynamics prediction method,
model-based simulation data and field measurement data are
used to demonstrate its performance in this section.
A. Model-Based Simulation Data
A 23-bus system is chosen as test system. Its data can be
found in PSS/E manual. Simulation time step is set as half
cycle (1/120s), but the output data is down sampled to mimic
PMUs with 60Hz output rate. Frequency, voltage and angle of
all 17 PQ buses are monitored. In the following results, MAR
model is always trained with data under 1% load increase
event. All predictions are made for 5% load increase event.
The order of each signal is 13.
(1) Voltage dynamics
For voltage prediction, a MAR model is trained with
voltage dynamics of 17 buses. The predicted voltage dynamics
of bus 151 is shown in Fig. 2. Blue diamond indicates where
the prediction starts from. Data before the diamond are
historical data and data after the diamond are predicted.

Fig.2 Voltage dynamics prediction of 23-bus system

(2) Angle difference between bus 151 and 3008
For angle prediction, a MAR model is trained with angle
dynamics of 17 buses. Fig. 3 shows the predicted angle
difference between bus 151 and 3008.
(3)Frequency dynamics
For frequency prediction, a MAR model is trained with
frequency dynamics of 17 buses. Fig. 4 shows the predicted
frequency dynamics of bus 151.

Fig.3 Angle difference prediction of 23-bus system

Fig.4 Frequency dynamics prediction of 23-bus system

From Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, it can be seen that the predicted
voltage and angle response is very accurate comparing with
actual response. But the frequency prediction in Fig. 4 is not as
good as voltage and angle since the frequency dynamics is
monotonous.
It can be also found from the three figures that predicted
dynamics is more accurate in the first few tens of cycles than
latter parts which is mainly caused by the neglect of ei(t) part.
B. Field Measurement Data
With a generation trip at 22:52:00 on July 1, 2012 near ISO
New England of US, frequency, voltage and angle dynamics of
7 PMUs are measured. A MAR models is built with frequency
and angle dynamics for frequency and angle prediction.
Another MAR model is built with angle and voltage dynamics
for voltage prediction. The order of each signal is 14. The
MAR models are tested with another generation trip event at
22:41:00 on Oct. 29, 2012 near ISO New England. The
predicted frequency, angle difference and voltage dynamics
are shown in Fig. 5 to Fig. 7.
From Fig. 5 to Fig. 7, it can be found that the prediction
result with field measurement data is not as good as modelbased simulations. There are mainly 3 reasons. The first reason
is that we have only 7 PMUs which are not enough for model
training. The second reason is that real power system is
subjected to perturbations all the time such as load change
which makes the real response more complex than single event.
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The third reason is that raw PMU data is not as pure as
simulation data. Though the noisy PMU data is filtered with a
median filter in this paper, it is still not perfect for dynamics
prediction. The noisy PMU data and neglect of ei(t) deteriorate
the performance of the prediction method.

V. CONCLUSIONS
With more and more PMUs, massive measurement data
gives an alternative approach to study power system dynamics
with real response. The dynamics prediction method proposed
in this paper is purely measurement-based and the MAR model
can be easily updated online with typical events. Examples
show that the accuracy of prediction is high for simulation
cases. Real measurement case is not as accurate as simulation
case, but still provides good prediction result for the first few
seconds. Future works are to study how to choose the best
measurement set, decide the best combinations of input/output
signals while reducing input/output complexity and improve its
accuracy for situation awareness and adaptive control.
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